This note contains a corrected proof of the main result (which remains unchanged) from [K-T]. It was recently observed that an argument in a basic technical criterium has a gap.
The gap is in the proof of the fundamental criterium from [K-T] (Proposition 1.1). One deals there with a Banach space Y which has a 2-dimensional Schauder decomposition {Z k } k . Assuming that Y has cotype q < ∞ and l.u.st., one constructs a block diagonal operator T , which was claimed to be bounded on subspaces Y K for which the decomposition {Z k } k∈K was unconditional. In fact, we can estimate this norm only if the subspace is complemented by a natural projection. To be more precise, for a subset K ⊂ IN we define Q K : Y → Y K by Q K ( k z k ) = k∈K z k . Then the correct formulation of Proposition 1.1 states, in condition (ii) , that if the decomposition {Z k } k∈K of Y K is C-unconditional and Q K ≤ C ′ , then
where ψ is the same function as in [K-T] .
The proof uses the same operator T as in [K-T] , and the estimate is completely clear from the original proof, once we notice that letting P k : Y → Z k to denote the natural projection onto Z k , for k = 1, 2, . . ., we trivially have P k = P k Q K for every k ∈ K, and thus, for arbitrary signs ε k = ±1 we have
Remark Note that if the decomposition {Z k } k of Y is unconditional, the natural projections Q K are automatically bounded for all K ⊂ IN. In this case the proof of Proposition 1.1 in [K-T] was correct, so Corollaries 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 do not require any changes.
The remaining part of this note heavily depends on technical notation from the end of Section 1 of [K-T] . For the reader convenience we copy it here.
If ∆ = {A m } m and ∆
In such a situation, for m = 1, 2, . . ., K(A ′ m , ∆) denotes the family
Finally, if ∆ i = {A i,m } m , for i = 1, 2, . . ., is a sequence of partitions of IN, with ∆ 1 ≻ . . . ≻ ∆ i ≻ . . ., we set, for m = 1, 2, . . . and i = 2, 3, . . .
Now Theorem 2.1 from [K-T] requires an obvious extra assumption of boundness of natural projections. Although the statement of this theorem is rather lengthy, we recall it here (in a corrected form) for sake of future references.
Theorem ⋆2.1: Let X = F 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ F 4 be a direct sum of Banach spaces of cotype r, for some r < ∞, and let {f i,l } l be a normalized monotone Schauder basis in F i , for i = 1, . . . , 4. Let ∆ 1 ≻ . . . ≻ ∆ 4 be partitions of IN, ∆ i = {A i,m } m for i = 1, . . . , 4. Assume that there exist C, C ′ ≥ 1 such that for every K ∈ K i,m with i = 2, 3, 4 and m = 1, 2, . . ., the basis {f s,l } l∈K in F s | K is C-unconditional, and the natural projection R (s)
. . , 4; moreover, there is C ≥ 1 such that for i = 1, 2, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . . we have
Assume finally that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
there is a sequence 0 < δ m < 1 with δ m ↓ 0 such that for every i = 1, 2, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . . and every K ∈ K i+1,m we have
(ii) there is a sequence 0 < δ m < 1 with δ m ↓ 0 and m δ 1/2 m = γ < ∞ such that for every i = 1, 2, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . . and every K ∈ K i+1,m we have
Then there exists a subspace Y of X without local unconditional structure, but which still admits a Schauder basis.
Proof The only addition to the original proof is to check that the assumption for Q K required in the fundamental criterium is now satisfied. Since spaces Z k are spanned by vectors of the form
The remaining part of this note contains the proof of Theorem 3.1 from [K-T], which says: Theorem 3.1: Let X be a Banach space with an unconditional basis and of cotype r, for some r < ∞. If X does not contain a subspace isomorphic to l 2 then there exists a subspace Y of X without local unconditional structure, which admits a Schauder basis.
Let {e l } l be a 1-unconditional basis in X. Passing to a subsequence we may assume without loss of generality that {e l } l generates a spreading model {u l } l . We distinguish two main cases.
(I) either no sequence of disjointly supported blocks of {e l } l of length ≤ 3 with constant coefficients is equivalent to {u l } l ,
(II) or the basis {e l } l is 1-subsymmetric.
If Case I does not hold, then there exist disjointly supported blocks {w l } l equivalent to {u l } l ; so by renorming we get into Case II for X 1 = span {w l } l . Case I is new, compared with [K-T] . Case II has the same proof as in [K-T] . The additional information that the basis is subsymmetric implies that equally distributed vectors spanning ℓ n 2 's are given by constant coefficient blocks (see Lemma 3.2 in [K-T] and the remark after). Then the required complementation follows from the classical fact that in a subsymmetric space subspaces spanned by constant coefficient consecutive blocks are well complemented.
Case I is the content of the following proposition proved by B. Maurey and N. Tomczak in May 1993 (unpublished).
Proposition I: Let X be a Banach space of cotype r, for some r < ∞. Assume that X has a 1-unconditional basis {e l } l which generates a spreading model {u l } l . If no disjointly supported blocks of {e l } l of length ≤ 3 with constant coefficients are equivalent to {u l } l , then there exists a subspace Y of X without local unconditional structure, which admits a 2-dimensional unconditional decomposition
Proof Denote the span of {u l } l by E. First observe, by a compactness argument, that if no subsequence of {e l } l dominates (resp. is dominated by) {u l } l and if {A m } m is a partition of IN into finite sets then for every D there exists M such that whenever K is a subset of
By passing to subsequences of {e l } l we may assume that
Partition the whole basis {e l } l into four infinite sets {e i,l } l for i = 1, . . . , 4. Of course E is the spreading model for each {e i,l } l (i = 1, . . . , 4). In the proof we shall use a shorthand notation ∼ to denote that two sequences are 2-equivalent.
Case (Ia): Set f 1,l = e 1,l for all l and let ∆ 1 = {A 1,m } m consists of singletons. Let
2m for all m. Define f 2,l for l ∈ A 2,m by induction in m. For l ∈ A 2,1 set f 2,l = e 2,s 1 +l , where s 1 is so large that {f 2,l } l∈A 2,1 ∼ {u l } |A 2,1 | l=1 . Then having defined f 2,l for all l ∈ A 2,m set, for l ∈ A 2,m+1 , f 2,l = e 2,s m+1 +l , where
By our initial remark we can define by induction a sequence 0 = M 0 < M 1 < . . . < M j < . . . such that for every j = 1, 2, . . .
A 2,m for j = 1, 2, . . .. Define {f 3,l } l as a subsequence of {e 3,l } l such that {f 3,l } l∈A 3,j ∼ {u l } |A 3,j | l=1 , and set F 3 = span [f 3,l ] l . Finally, using the same construction once more for the partition ∆ 3 = {A 3,j } j , find a partition ∆ 4 = {A 4,n } with ∆ 4 ≺ ∆ 3 such that for every K ∈ K 4,n we have I :
2n (for n = 1, 2, . . .). Then define {f 4,l } l as a subsequence of {e 4,l } l such that {f 4,l } l∈A 4,n ∼ {u l } |A 4,n | l=1 for n = 1, 2, . . .; and by F 4 = span [f 4,l ] l denote the corresponding subspace.
To check conditions (7), it is enough to observe that for i = 1, 2, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . ., and every K ∈ K i+1,m we have K ⊂ A i+1,m ; and hence {f i+1,l } l∈K ∼ {u l } |K| l=1 , in other words, F i+1 | K ∼ E | K . Therefore, by our construction,
To check (5), note that for i = 1, 2, 3 and m = 1, 2, . . . and every A i,m one has
Finally, all the F s 's are spanned by subsequences of the 1-unconditional basis, hence the projections R Case (Ib): Set f 1,l = e 1,l for all l and let {A 1,m } m be singletons. Let
2m for all m. Define the sequence {f 2,l } l as a subsequence of {e 2,l } l in the same way as in Case (Ia) and let F 2 be its span. Then for all m we have
As in Case (Ia) we can find an increasing sequence {M j } of integers and a partition ∆ 3 = {A 3,j } j of IN with A 3,j = M j m=M j−1 +1 A 2,m such that for every K ∈ K 3,j we have I:
. We then define a subsequence {f 3,l } l of {e 3,l } l , so that its span F 3 satisfies
Finally we define a partition ∆ 4 = {A 4,n } n with ∆ 4 ≺ ∆ 3 such that for every K ∈ K 4,n we have I:
2n (for n = 1, 2, . . .), and then we define a subsequence {f 4,l } l of {e 3,l } l , so that its span F 4 satisfies F 4 | A 4,n ∼ E | A 4,n , for all n.
Just as in Case (Ia), it is easy to check that (5) and (6) are satisfied, and that all the projections R Proof of Theorem 3.1 in Case (II): The key argument in [K-T] was contained in Proposition 3.3. The same statement and the proof that followed, work here, provided that we can use Theorem ⋆2.1. This requires that the notion of a C-regular pair {∆, F } used in [K-T] should be replaced by a suitable modification, which we call here a C-projection-regular pair. We say that a partition ∆ = {A m } m of IN into consecutive intervals and a space F with a normalized Schauder basis {f l } l form a C-projection-regular pair, if the following conditions are satisfied:
The modified Proposition 3.3 now additionally assumes that all spaces E i have subsymmetric bases, and it asserts that the constructed pairs {∆ i , F i } are C-projection-regular.
The use of Rademacher functions in a setting of discrete Banach lattice gives more information for spaces with subsymmetric bases. For example, Tzafriri's argument mentioned in [K-T] uses this approach; this can be also tackled by a modification of inequalities from Lemma 3.2 in [K-T] . One gets that for m ∈ IN and N = 2 m , if E is an N-dimensional space of cotype r < ∞ with a 1-subsymmetric basis {e j } j , then m Rademacher vectors {f l } of the form
are C-equivalent to the unit vector basis in ℓ m 2 , where C depends on r and the cotype r constant. Moreover, {ε l (j)} are values of Rademacher functions on the diadic partition of the interval [0, 1], and so they are mutually orthogonal,
For a given space E of cotype r with a subsymmetric basis {e j } j , and a partition ∆ = {A m } m of IN into consecutive intervals, we repeate word by word the first part of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [K-T] to get a subspace F = span [f l ] l of the following form: we fix arbitrary successive intervals of integers, {J m }, with |J m | = 2 |Am| and by formula (8) we define vectors f l by
All the conditions from [K-T] are satisfied as before, we need only to check the boundness of the natural projections,
For condition (i), Q Am is equal to the restriction to F of the natural projection P Jm in E onto coordinates from J m , hence is obviously bounded.
For condition (ii), let L = {l m } m ∈ L(∆). Then {f lm } m form a subspace of E spanned by constant coefficient successive blocks. Consider the averaging projection P L in E given by the formula
The orthogonality relations of sign vectors {ε l (j)} imply that for any l ∈ L we have P L (f l ) = 0. So the projection Q L on F is equal to the restriction of P L to F . Finally let us recall (Lindenstrauss-Tzafriri, Vol I, 3.a.4) that averaging projections in a space with a subsymmetric basis have the norm P L ≤ 2, and this shows Q L ≤ 2.
This shows a modified version of Proposition 3.3 which allows to use Theorem ⋆2.1 in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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Remark Actually, even in Case II, a subspace without l.u.st. can be constructed which has 2-dimensional unconditional decomposition. This can be done by a careful use of Krivine theorem on finite block representability of ℓ p . Since the basis {e l } l is subsymmetric, one can find 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and an unconditional basic sequence {f l } l in X = span [e l ] l such that denoting by ∆ = {J m } m the partition of IN into successive intervals with |J m | = m, we get {f l } l∈Jm ∼ ℓ m p and for any L, L ′ ∈ L(∆), the sequences {f l } l∈L and {f l } l∈L ′ are 1-equivalent, but they are not equivalent to ℓ p . In many cases, {f l } l is a block basis consisting of Krivine's vectors; and then, for l ∈ J m , the f l 's are shifts of the same vector along the basis {e l } l . In remaining cases, for instance if X = ℓ q for some q = 2, we let p = 2 and use Dvoretzky theorem. After constructing a suitable basis {f l } l , the construction follows lines similar as in Case I.
We feel, however, that the construction of Case II based on [K-T] may be of interest in other situations then Theorem 3.1 as well. Similarly, Theorem ⋆2.1 is, as far as we know, one of very few results of this type which does not assume the unconditionality of the whole Schauder decomposition, but just of its subsets.
